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data block, whilst at the subsequent transitions the (i)th flip-flop accepts the
signals present at the first input, the first or second inputs being enabled according
to the logic level of a signal (L) active in correspondence with the first bit of a
data block.
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DERWENT-ACC- NO: 19 91-261439
DERWENT-WEEK : 19 9831
COPYRIGHT 20 02 DERWENT INFORMATION LTD

TITLE: Digital signal error correction code generator using remainder - obtd . in
polynomial division with dividend polynomial coeffts, defined by bits of each serial
data block

Equivalent Abstract Text

:

An electronic circuit for generating an error detection code for errors in digital
signals (D) ,

organized in data blocks forming the coefficients of a dividend
polynomial, to be divided by a suitable divisor polynomial of (n) th degree to obtain a

remainder polynomial of (n-l)th degree, whose coefficients (Rl , R2 , R3 , R4) form the error
detection code, the circuit consisting of a shift register composed of n flip-flops
(FF1, . .

. , FF4) wherein the signal outgoing from the (i-l)th flip-flop (FF1) , i being
comprised between 0 and n, is sent to a first input of (i)th flip-flop (FF2) directly
or through a modulo- 2 -adder (EOl) according to whether the coefficient to the term of
(i)the degree of th divisor polynomial is equal to or different from zero, said adder
(EOl) adding to the signal outgoing from the preceding flip-flop (FF1) a feedback
signal (10) obtained at the output of the (n) th flip-flop (FF4) which is the MSB
flip-flop, either directly, or after adding it to the input data signal (D) in a

modulo - 2 -adder (E02) which for providing the feedback signal (10) receives as inputs
the MSB of the remainder (R4) and said input data signal (D) , the feedback signal (10)

being supplied to the (i-1) th flip-flop (FF1) and to the other modulo -2 adder (EOl),
and all the flip-flops being clocked by a common clock signal (C) , characterized in
that a second input of the (i)t flip-flop (FF2) accepts the first bit of said data
block or a bit at low logic value, according to whether the coefficient of the term of
(i)th degree of th divisor polynomial to respectively different from or equal to zero,
in correspondence with the clock signal (C) transition relevant to the first bit of the
data block, whilst at the subsequent transitions the (i)th flip-flop accepts the
signals present at the first input, the first or second inputs being enabled according
to the logic level of a signal (L) active in correspondence with the first bit of a

data block.

Equivalent Abstract Text (1)

:

An electronic circuit for generating an error detection code for errors in digital
signals (D) ,

organized in data blocks forming the coefficients of a dividend
polynomial, to be divided by a suitable divisor polynomial of (n) th degree to obtain a

remainder polynomial of (n-l)th degree, whose coefficients (Rl , R2 , R3 , R4 ) form the error
detection code, the circuit consisting of a shift register composed of n flip-flops
(FF1 , . . . , FF4 ) wherein the signal outgoing from the (i-l)th flip-flop (FF1) , i being
comprised between 0 and n, is sent to a first input of (i)th flip-flop (FF2) directly
or through a modulo -2 -adder (EOl) according to whether the coefficient to the term of
(i)the degree of th divisor polynomial is equal to or different from zero, said adder
(EOl) adding to the signal outgoing from the preceding flip-flop (FF1) a feedback
signal (10) obtained at the output of the (n) th flip-flop (FF4) which is the MSB
flip-flop, either directly, or after adding it to the input data signal (D) in a

modulo - 2 -adder (E02) which for providing the feedback signal (10) receives as inputs
the MSB of the remainder (R4) and said input data signal (D) , the feedback signal (10)

being supplied to the (i-1) th flip-flop (FF1) and to the other modulo -2 adder (EOl)

,

and all the flip-flops being clocked by a common clock signal (C) , characterized in
that a second input of the (i)t flip-flop (FF2) accepts the first bit of said data
block or a bit at low logic value, according to whether the coefficient of the term of
(i)th degree of th divisor polynomial to respectively different from or equal to zero,
in correspondence with the clock signal (C) transition relevant to the first bit of the
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L8 : Entry 9 of 11 File: TDBD Mar 1, 1974

DOCUMENT- IDENTIFIER : NN74 033323
TITLE: Residue Checking with Array Logic. March 1974.

Disclosure Text (1)

:

4p. In computers the primitive operations done are usually well checked by carrying
along parity bits and predicting them where necessary. In high-speed units where quite
complex functions are performed, often at cycle rate faster than the basic CPU this may
not be possible without affecting performance or circuit count unacceptably . In such
cases a residue system may be chosen. - The general method of finding a residue, is to
divide the number by the modulus chosen in the arithmetic appropriate to the base of
the number. The quotient is discarded and the remainder is the residue . If the modulus
is one less than the base, then the residue of the sum of the digits is the residue of
the number. Thus the familiar "casting out nines" of decimal arithmetic which becomes
"casting out fifteens" in hexadecimal. To find a residue by division, the number must
be available starting with the high order while the sum residue may be obtained in any
order. On the other hand, 9 and 15 are not quite as desirable as prime numbers are for
moduli. - Currently available array logic is well suited for generating and
manipulating residues up to four bits in length, and its flexibility allows free choice
of modulus and base within the bit limitation. Two examples will be given. Checking
High-Speed Multiply (Fig. 1) In the IBM Technical Disclosure Bulletin December 1973,
Vol. 16, No. 7, pages 2195 to 2198, a unit is shown, into which a number to be of the
operation, the multiplier is fed into the unit digit-by-digit from a low order and
after a delay product digits start becoming available, again from the low order. A
modulus of 15 makes best use of these flows. A residue adder can be attached to each
digit bus. Each adder would consist of a 256 x 4 array module and 4 bits of latching,
so a partial residue could be reentered. The array would be programmed to add two
digits modulo 15. At about the half-way point the multiplier register M Reg becomes
idle and if the multiplicand (MC) is set into it, the same adder can accumulate the MC
residue . - Concurrently, an identical unit on the output bus is obtaining the product
residue . When both input factors have been processed the results are fed to another 256
x 4 array module, this one programmed to do modulo 15 multiplication. This output
should agree with the actual product residue . Checking High-Speed Convert (Fig. 2) In
the IBM Technical Disclosure Bulletin, December 1973, Vol. 16, No. 7, pages 2195 to
2198, a unit is shown, into which a number to be converted is inserted, a digit at a

time, from the high end and then the result is extracted digit-by-digit starting with
the low end. If the input string is divided by one less than the base of the converted
output, this residue can be held for comparison with the sum of the output digits
accumulated with the same modulus . - A prime modulus can also be used (see Fig. 3)

.

While in general, divide must proceed from the high-order end, if a supposed remainder
is available at the start and if the divisor is relatively prime to the arithmetic
base, then the partial remainders can be obtained in reverse order. Another way of
saying this is that the high-order dividend digit can be predicted from the low-order
digit, the remainder and the fixed divisor . The final output of this process must be
zero or an error has occurred in conversion.
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L8: Entry 5 of 11 File: USPT Jul 19, 1988

DOCUMENT- IDENTIFIER: US 4759063 A
TITLE: Blind signature systems

Detailed Description Paragraph Right (37)

:

Referring now to FIG. 3, a detailed description of an exemplary embodiment of a modular
multiplicative inverter, herein called a modular inverter, is presented. The number to
be inverted appears on line 351, and is initially loaded into register 301. The output
of register 301 appears on line 352, which is input to register 302, which takes its
initial value, the modulus n, from line 353, and has output on line 354. Ordinary
arithmetic divider 303 takes its dividend from line 354 and its divisor from line 352;
its quotient output appears on line 355 and its remainder output appears on line 356.
Such binary arithmetic dividers for unsigned integers are well known in the art, for
example see K. Hwang, "Computer Arithmetic: principles, architecture, and design" John
Wiley, 1979, Chapter 7. Line 356 is input to register 301, described earlier. Line 355
is input to modular multiplier 304, such multipliers to be described. The output of
modular multiplier 304 is line 357, which is subtrahend input to modular subtractor
305, such subtractors to be described. The difference output of modular subtractor 305
is line 358, which is input to register 306, which takes its initial value of 1 from
line 359 and whose output appears on line 360. Modular multiplier 304 already described
takes one of its multiplicand inputs from line 360. Register 307 takes input from line
360, takes its initial value of 0 from line 361, and its output appears on line 362.
Line 362 is minuend input for modular subtractor 305 already described, and is the
output of the modular inverter.
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L8.: Entry 3 of 11 File: USPT Mar 7 , 1995

DOCUMENT- IDENTIFIER: US 5396595 A
TITLE: Method and system for compression and decompression of data

Detailed Description Paragraph Right (7)

:

In the example of FIG. 3, the suffix length is 2 . In a preferred embodiment, the suffix
length can vary from data buffer to data buffer. The suffix length for a data buffer is
selected to minimize the size of the resulting compressed data buffer as explained in
detail below. The indices are encoded in modulo arithmetic format based on the suffix
length. In modulo arithmetic format, a number is represented by the integer portion of
a quotient, a remainder, and a base. For example, the number 51 is represented in
modulo base 4 format as (12, 3) , that is, an integer portion of 12 and remainder of 3

(12*4 + 3 = 51) and represented in modulo base 5 as (10, 1) , that is, an integer portion of
10 and a remainder of 1 (10*5+1=51) . In modulo arithmetic format, the base is the
divisor and the number to be represented is the dividend . In the present invention, the
index is the number to be represented (the dividend ) and 2 to the power of the suffix
length (2 , sup . suf f ixlength) is the base ( divisor ) . The prefix represents the quotient,
and the suffix represents the remainder . The number Is in the prefix is equal to the
quotient. For example, if quotient is 3, then the prefix is "111." The remainder is
stored in binary arithmetic format. For example, if the remainder is 5 and the suffix
length is 4, then the suffix is "0101." The divisor is defined by the selection of the
suffix length. The divisor is 2 to the power of the suffix length. For example, if the
suffix length is 4 then the divisor is 16 (2. sup. 4)

.
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L8 : Entry 2 of 11 File: USPT Jan 16, 2001

DOCUMENT- IDENTIFIER: US 6175850 Bl
TITLE: Scheme for carrying out modular calculations based on redundant binary
calculation

Abstract Paragraph Left (1)

:

A scheme for carrying out modular calculations which is capable of carrying out modular
calculations using redundant binary calculation even when a number of bits of the
mantissa (dividend ) is larger than a number of bits of the modulus (divisor ) . In this
scheme, the divisor c in the divisor register is left shifted by (i-j) digits when a

number of digits j of the divisor c is less than a number of digits i that can be
stored in the divisor register, and the modular reduction a mod c is calculated up to
(i-j)-th decimal place using the dividend a and the left shifted divisor c.

Alternatively, the divisor c given in h-ary notation in the divisor register is left
shifted by (i-j) digits when a number of digits j of the divisor c is less than a

number of digits i that can be stored in the divisor register, while the dividend a

given in h-ary notation in the dividend register is left shifted by (k-1) digits when a

number of digits 1 of the dividend a is less than a number of digits k that can be
stored in the dividend register, where k.gtoreq.i. Then, the modular reduction a mod c

is calculated up to a digit of [ (k- 1) - ( i- j )
] -th power of h using the left shifted

dividend a and the left shifted divisor c to obtain a remainder, and this remainder is

right shifted by (k-1) digits.
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DERWENT-ACC-NO: 1991-261439
DERWENT-WEEK: 199831
COPYRIGHT 2 002 DERWENT INFORMATION LTD

TITLE: Digital signal error correction code generator using remainder - obtd. in
polynomial division with dividend polynomial coeffts. defined by bits of each serial
data block

INVENTOR: GANDINI, M; GHIGO, G ; MARCHISIO, M

PATENT- ASSIGNEE

:

ASSIGNEE
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ABSTRACTED - PUB - NO : EP 444 661A
BASIC-ABSTRACT

:

A shift register is implemented with flip-flops (FF1-FF4) equal in number to the
desired deg. of the remainder polynomial, and two Exclusive-OR gate modulo- 2 adders
(E01, E02) providing the feedback relevant to terms of the first and fourth deg.
respectively of the divisor polynomial

.

A derivative logic circuit comprises a clock signal inverter (NO) , two flip-flops ( FF5

,

FF6) and an AND gate (AN) which is opened by their true and complement outputs
respectively

.

ADVANTAGE - Easily integrated, allows reset operations to be performed concurrently
with loading of first bit of each data block.
ABSTRACTED- PUB-NO

:

EP 444661B
EQUIVALENT-ABSTRACTS :

An electronic circuit for generating an error detection code for errors in digital
signals (D) , organized in data blocks forming the coefficients of a dividend
polynomial, to be divided by a suitable divisor polynomial of (n)th degree to obtain a

remainder polynomial of (n-l)th degree, whose coefficients (Rl , R2 , R3 , R4 ) form the error
detection code, the circuit consisting of a shift register composed of n flip-flops
(FF1 , . . . , FF4 ) wherein the signal outgoing from the (i-l)th flip-flop (FF1) , i being
comprised between 0 and n, is sent to a first input of (i)th flip-flop (FF2) directly
or through a modulo- 2 -adder (E01) according to whether the coefficient to the term of
(i)the degree of th divisor polynomial is equal to or different from zero, said adder
(E01) adding to the signal outgoing from the preceding flip-flop (FF1) a feedback
signal (10) obtained at the output of the (n) th flip-flop (FF4) which is the MSB
flip-flop, either directly, or after adding it to the input data signal (D) in a

modulo- 2 -adder (E02) which for providing the feedback signal (10) receives as inputs
the MSB of the remainder (R4) and said input data signal (D) , the feedback signal (10)

being supplied to the (i-1) th flip-flop (FF1) and to the other modulo -2 adder (E01)

,

and all the flip-flops being clocked by a common clock signal (C) , characterized in

that a second input of the (i)t flip-flop (FF2) accepts the first bit of said data
block or a bit at low logic value, according to whether the coefficient of the term of

(i)th degree of th divisor polynomial to respectively different from or equal to zero,

in correspondence with the clock signal (C) transition relevant to the first bit of the
data block, whilst at the subsequent transitions the (i)th flip-flop accepts the

signals present at the first input, the first or second inputs being enabled according
to the logic level of a signal (L) active in correspondence with the first bit of a

data block.

US 5309449A

The electronic system includes: a first flip-flop (FF1) receiving a data signal (D)

from a data input, a logic signal (L) common to all of the flip-flops of the shift
register, a clock signal (C) common to all of the flip-flops of the shift register, and
a feedback signal (10) . There is a second flip-flop (FF2) receiving an adder signal

(11) , the data signal (D) , the clock signal (C) and the logic signal (L) . At least one
further flip-flop (FF3) receives an input from an output of a preceding flip-flop of

the shift register, the clock signal (C) and the logic signal (L) and having an output
connected to an input of a subsequent flip-clop of the shift register. A final
flip-flop (FF4) has an input from a preceding flip-flop of the shift register, the

clock signal 1(C) and the logic signal (L) .

An adder (E01) receives an output from the final flip-flop and the data signal (D) and
generates the feedback signal (10) . Another adder (E02) receives an output from the

first flip-flop and from the feedback signal (10) and generates the adder signal (11)

.

USE - For generating error detection code in digital signals, organised in data block
(D) .

CHOSEN-DRAWING: Dwg.l/2 Dwg.l/2 Dwg.l/2

TITLE-TERMS: DIGITAL SIGNAL ERROR CORRECT CODE GENERATOR REMAINING OBTAIN POLYNOMIAL
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